Central Information Warehouse (CIW) & CU Reporting System (Cognos) [1]

CU's Data Warehouse

The Central Information Warehouse (CIW) is CU's system-wide data repository for information sourced from administrative systems such as Human Capital Management (HCM), Finance and Student Information System (CU-SIS). As a repository for all of CU's data, users can access this one-stop source for federal and state reporting, even if the data has been deleted from the original admin system.

Data from the CIW can be analyzed and presented through either Tableau [2] or CU-Data. [3]

Access [4]

Find campus-specific instructions on how to log in to CIW.

Support [5]

Find information on submitting a help ticket.

Source to Target Mappings [6]

Send questions or feedback to the Data & BI team [7]

Data & BI Website [8]

Data & BI Events [9]

Data & BI / IRM Blog [10]
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